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Central South is still dealing with the impact of COVID, as are all other jurisdictions.  
Recently the Chief Justice provided general direction on new protocols and whether 
certain events will be presumptively in person or online. The Central South judiciary is 
still working through these presumptive protocols.  We await further information on how 
to integrate in-person video conference and documentary evidence (Hybrid). The RSJ 
has advise that he may modify these presumptive rules over time. 

In Central South the RSJ is proposing expanding case management by request.  
Requests can be made for case management by filling out a one page form and parties 
will get 15 minutes before a judge at 9:30 am to work out procedural issues in order to 
move claims along more efficiently. 

Generally speaking, Associations are not producing the same number of CPD hours nor 
the same revenue from CPD as they did pre-COVID.  Associations have adapted to the 
present circumstance.  Uncertainty is still a major issue in determining whether to bring 
events back in person or by video conference.  I expect that these challenges are 
province wide and not just restricted to Central South. 

Recently the Hamilton Law Association wrote to the Treasurer of the Law Society 
regarding concerns over the involvement of accounting firms in the legal market place.  
Attached to this report is the letter of Andrew Confente, President of the Hamilton Law 
Association, dated April 14, 2022 (copy attached).  The Treasurer has proposed a 
meeting with regards to this and other issue and I will continue to keep you advised of 
any further information in the future.  

Even though juries have been recalled in Hamilton, concerns amongst the public remain 
which is evidenced by a recent Hamilton Spectator, Op Ed, piece by Susan Clairmont, 
Hamilton Spectator Columnist, a link to the article is attached. 

Hamilton Spectator: Opinion | Jurors need protection, bring back courthouse 
COVID protocols. 
https://www.thespec.com/news/hamilton-region/opinion/2022/05/05/jury-duty-
covid-19-
protocols.html?utm_source=newsshowcase&utm_medium=gnews&utm_campaig
n=CDAqKggAIhCUUsUgQ-
5hmOyqGMpcOCriKhQICiIQlFLFIEPuYZjsqhjKXDgq4jCxw0w&utm_content=run
down 
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